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Abstract—Varying the operating frequency helps dual-1

active bridge topologies increase the system efficiency2

since the soft-switching is regained at low-load condition.3

This paper proposes a conduction-loss-based variable fre-4

quency modulation (VFM) that decouples the phase shift5

from the frequency control that conventional VFM applies.6

The power losses for the shared-bus battery balancing7

topology are elaborated as switching frequency varies. The8

results show that increasing the operating frequency within9

the reasonable boundaries can benefit not only the switch-10

ing loss but also the conduction losses. The switching11

loss is nearly constant, whereas the conduction losses12

decrease significantly. A factor of output power and trans-13

former current, namely power-per-ampere, is derived as a14

function of operating conditions and phase shift indepen-15

dent of switching frequency. The operating setpoints are16

selected to minimize the factor using both online and offline17

optimizations. The proposed control strategy outperforms18

constant frequency modulation by up to 30% below 30%19

rated power. Furthermore, compared with conventional20

VFM, the proposed method improves the efficiency of the21

system under test by 1.5% below 50% normalized power,22

with significantly less computational resources needed.23

Index Terms—Battery balancing, Conduction loss, Dual-24

active bridge, Variable frequency modulation25

I. INTRODUCTION26

IMBALANCE in large battery packs for electrical vehicles27

(EVs) viciously affects the vehicle performance and du-28

rance. Intelligent and high-efficient balancing approaches are29

desired. Compared with dissipative balancing strategy, redis-30

tributive is faster and more efficient but requires individual31

DC/DC converters [1]. The converters based on dual-active32

bridge (DAB) topology are the most promising technology33

that can achieve desired merits for battery balancing [2], [3].34

DAB-based converters with the phase-shift modulation in-35

herently equip with the soft-switching capability to increase36

the efficiency of the converter [4]–[6]. However, the converters37

are commonly designed for their nominal load conditions38

under zero-voltage switching (ZVS) operation at a constant39

switching frequency, which is known as constant frequency40

modulation (CFM). When the converter is operating with41
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the low power load, the soft-switching capability can be 42

compromised in addition to the increased conduction loss due 43

to elevated root mean squired (RMS) currents through the 44

components [7]. There are advanced phase shift modulations, 45

such as dual phase shift modulation, that could potentially de- 46

crease the RMS current [8]. However, these modulations only 47

apply to full-bridge topologies as they rely on injecting phase 48

shift between two adjunct half bridges, which is unachievable 49

for dual-active half bridge (DAHB) system. 50

Instead of operating at constant switching frequency, the 51

switching frequency is adjusted at low-load conditions to 52

maintain soft-switching capability and it continuously tunes 53

the switching frequency when load increases. This is so- 54

called variable frequency modulation (VFM). The optimized 55

VFM [9] is achieved through comprehensively analyzing each 56

component and concluding on an optimal operating-frequency 57

map to minimize the loss of the entire system. The repetitive 58

modeling and time-consuming surveying of the components 59

that generate the major losses, such as power MOSFETs 60

and inductors/transformers, are required. Another strategy is 61

oriented to enable the ZVS at its minimal energy, so-called 62

critical soft switching [10], [11]. In addition, the ZVS current 63

is significantly dynamic and highly dependent on the half- 64

bridge input voltages, as shown in Fig. 2, which are often 65

assumed to be identical for most of the applications [4], [5], 66

[12], i.e. V1 = V2. However, the additional freedom on the 67

half-bridge input voltages in the battery-balancing auxiliary 68

power module (BB-APM) application [2], [3] leads to a 4D- 69

look-up table (LUT) of a function of [V1, V2, d, fs] instead 70

of [Vin, d, fs], which makes storing and extracting the desired 71

operating points less efficient on the embedded systems. In 72

addition, the conduction loss is not considered to minimize, 73

while it has been found that the conduction loss is dominant 74

[13]. 75

This study analyzes the conditions to enable ZVS at low 76

load conditions, and proposes a conduction-loss criteria and a 77

control law of VFM to drive the half-bridge based topologies, 78

e.g. DAB, half-full bridge (HFB) and DAHB, to their pseudo- 79

optimal condition in order to increase the system efficiency at 80

low-load conditions without complicating the implementation 81

on a microcontroller. It is a general approach to increase the 82

efficiency and simplify the control for DAB based topology 83

with phase-shift control at low-load conditions. However, in 84

this study, it is applied to the BB-APM to increase the 85

efficiency of high voltage (HV) battery pack to low-voltage 86
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(LV) system when auxiliary loads, such as air conditioner and87

entertainment systems, are not activated. Input voltages v1 and88

v2 indicate two cells’ voltages for one BB-APM link [3] in89

this study.90

The paper is organized as follows: Section II analyzes91

the conditions the DAB-based topologies need to satisfy in92

order to guarantee all switches running under the ZVS; the93

tendencies of the power losses as the operating frequency94

increases are explained in Section III; the power per ampere95

(PPA) criteria and maximum power per ampere (MPPA)96

optimization are introduced in Sections IV and V; based on97

MPPA, the improved MPPA-based VFM is discussed and98

validated in Sections VI and VII, respectively; lastly, the paper99

is concluded in Section VIII.100

II. CONVENTIONAL SOFT-SWITCHING ON DAB-BASED101

TOPOLOGIES102

A. System parameters103

The system under consideration is a BB-APM that powers104

the LV auxiliary power module by converting two HV battery105

modules and balances out the HV battery modules with a106

series of BB-APM and intelligent central controller [3], as107

shown in Fig. 1. The isolated DC-DC converter is illustrated108

in Fig. 2. The DAHB topology along with the loosely-coupled109

transformer model will be used for the derivation of the110

ZVS criteria for both primary and secondary switches. In111

addition, the conduction loss model will be dependent on the112

transformer model.113

As the LV power consumption varies based on LV sys-114

tem usage, e.g. air conditioning and heated seats, output115

power requirement of BB-APM will change correspondingly.116

Therefore, the system is desired to operate at high efficiency117

regardless of output power. The system specs are detailed in118

Table I.
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Fig. 1: BB-APM in EV application

TABLE I: The specifications of a single BB-APM

Parameter Range
Input voltages V1 and V2 3.3 - 4.2 V

LV/output voltage VLV 12-14 V
Output power Po 0 - 50 W

Switching frequency fs 100 - 1000 kHz
119

The transformer is modeled considering imperfect coupling,120

i.e. coreless transformers. The primary- and secondary-side121

self inductances are denoted as Lp and Ls, respectively. The122

turns ratio is defined as a, and transformer coupling coefficient123

is k. The coupling coefficient is as high as 0.99 for transformer 124

with magnetic cores, but it can be low if the core is removed 125

[14]. Therefore, the coupling coefficient is considered in the 126

modeling. 127

Note that the superscript prime indicates the variable is 128

referred from secondary side of the transformer to primary 129

side unless specified otherwise, e.g. the terminal voltage on 130

secondary side of the transformer vo is referred to primary 131

side as v′o. 132

In the equivalent circuit for the transformer, only parasitic 133

inductances are considered, whereas the intra- and inter- wind- 134

ing capacitances are ignored since those capacitances mainly 135

determine the transient behavior of the switching instance 136

instead of circuit operation.
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Fig. 2: The DAHB topology with generalized transformer
model considering imperfect coupling coefficient

137

B. Primary-side ZVS 138

The MOSFETs on primary and secondary sides are soft- 139

switched under different conditions. The nominal waveform of 140

the current across the primary leakage inductor is re-illustrated 141

in Fig. 3a. The phase shift d and duty cycle adjustment θ 142

developed from [3] are applied. The primary switch S2 is 143

turned on at the time instance [(n+0.5)T −θ], and to achieve 144

the ZVS, the current has to flow in the direction depicted 145

in Fig. 3c, in order to discharge the parasitic capacitor Coss2 146

before S2 is turned on, where switching period is denoted 147

as T and n is the n-th switching instance. The required 148

current direction accordingly demands the current to be larger 149

than the commutating current Icm that fully discharges the 150

parasitic capacitor of the MOSFET that is softly turned on. 151

Similarly, before primary switch S1 is switched on, the current 152

should be reversed and larger than Icm. The amplitude of the 153

commutating current is dependent on the switch voltage vds, 154

parasitic capacitance Coss and desired deadtime tdead. For the 155

operation in Fig. 3d, at the beginning of discharging/charging 156

the parasitic capacitors, the primary leakage inductor current 157

is divided into two branches, i.e. the switch to be turned on 158

S1 and the switch to be turned off S2 159

ilk1(t) = ioss1 + ioss2 = Coss2
dvoss2

dt
− Coss1

dvoss1

dt
. (1)

It can be integrated over the deadtime tdead during which the 160

soft commutating is allowed to complete 161

∫ tdead

0

ilk2(t)dt =

∫ VΣ

0

Coss2dvoss2 −
∫ 0

VΣ

Coss1dvoss1 (2)
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Fig. 3: (a) the primary leakage inductor current waveform (b) the primary-referred secondary leakage inductor current waveform
(c) primary ECM at time instance 0.5T − θ, (d) primary ECM at time instance T

Assuming the leakage inductor current during the dead time162

is constant, it can further be simplified as163

Icm =
VΣ(Coss1 + Coss2)

tdead
. (3)

Therefore, given the ripple component ilk1,pp and the direct164

current (DC) component IDC of ilk1, the condition for achiev-165

ing ZVS on primary-side switches is166

Ipri
ZVS = ipp,lk1 ≥ IDC + 2Icm (4)

where IDC also regulates the net difference between two167

neighboring cells to realize different battery balancing modes168

[3]. In addition, ipp,lk1 is obtained by calculating the increment169

of ilk1 during [0, 0.5T − θ] and given below:170

ilk1,pp =
1

fsLlk1(k + 1)

[
V2 + V ′od

′k − V2(V2 + V ′ok)

V1 + V2

]
(5)

where V1 and V2 are the upper and lower bridge voltages,171

respectively, and switching frequency is fs. Normalized phase172

shift between primary and secondary switches is denoted as d′173

and is obtained by d/0.5T . If the ZVS over the entire operating174

region is desired, the minimum current ripple of ilk1 needs to175

satisfy the condition in (4).176

C. Secondary-side ZVS177

Similarly, the secondary-side switches can be soft-switched178

if the Isec′
ZVS in Fig. 3b meet the condition like (4). The179

derivation of the commutating current requirement is identical180

to the primary side due to the symmetry of the topology. The181

minimum required amplitude for secondary switches can be182

simplified due to the absence of the DC bias current as shown183

below184

Isec′
ZVS ≥ 2aIcm. (6)

The expression of Isec′
ZVS can be obtained by analyzing the185

waveform:186

Isec′
ZVS =

T [k (V1 + V2) d− kV2 + V ′o ]

2L′lk2a(k + 1)
. (7)

If the operating conditions, such as V1, V2 and V ′o , are given,187

the combination of the switching period T and phase shift188

d that are regulated by the output power requirement can189

determine the soft-switching capability. The output power can 190

be calculated using similar methods proposed in [3], [4], [15] 191

and is shown here: 192

Po =
k

k + 1

1

16afsLlk1
VLV(V1α

io
lk2 + V2β

io
lk2) (8)

where the coefficients αio
lk2 and βio

lk2 are defined in Appendix. 193

III. POWER LOSSES VS. FREQUENCY VARIATION 194

In order to simplify the VFM and take conduction losses 195

into account, the sources of the power losses from the circuit 196

should be identified. The frequency dependency on each loss 197

component needs to be analyzed so that the simplified control 198

law can capture the most dominant effects without sacrificing 199

the system efficiency. 200

A. Transformers 201

The losses of the transformers consist of conduction loss 202

and core loss. Both of them are proved to be non-linearly 203

frequency-dependent. However, if the net effect of both losses 204

with the varying frequency can be identified, a simpler control 205

law can be developed without the comprehensive modeling. 206

1) Conduction loss: The conduction loss is frequency de- 207

pendent due to the skin and proximity effects developed on 208

the conductor at high frequencies [16]. The total conduction 209

losses due to the DC and AC resistances can be represented 210

by 211

P trans
cu =Rpri

DC

+∞∑

k=0

F pri
r (fk)I2

lk1,rms(fk)

+Rsec
DC

+∞∑

k=0

F sec
r (fk)I2

lk2,rms(fk)

(9)

where F pri
r (fk) is the primary-side AC/DC resistance ratio 212

at the kth harmonic frequency fk. Similarly, F sec
r (fk) is the 213

secondary-side AC/DC resistance ratio at the kth harmonic 214

frequency fk. DC component is evaluated at f0. The RMS 215

currents at frequency fs for primary and secondary sides are 216

denoted as Ilk1,rms(fk) and Ilk2,rms(fk), which are calculated 217

by the Fourier Series of the leakage inductor currents. The 218

detailed Fourier Series of the leakage inductor currents is 219
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analyzed and given in [17]. The derivations in [17] show that220

the higher-order RMS component can be represented by the221

fundamental one.222

I2
lkx,rms(fk) =

I2
lkx,rms(f1)

k4
, k ∈ Z+, x ∈ {1, 2} (10)

The total RMS currents are the geometrical summations of the223

RMS currents at each harmonic frequency, i.e.224

I2
lkx,rms = Ilkx,rms(f0)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
DC component

+Ilkx,rms(f1)2 + Ilkx,rms(f2)2 + ...︸ ︷︷ ︸
negligible

(11)

The DC component in the equation above is frequency inde-225

pendent but balancing-mode dependent [3]. In addition, the226

DC component on the secondary side does not exist. As a227

result, the transformer copper loss can be simplified to228

P trans
cu =Rpri

DCI
2
DC +Rpri

DCF
pri
r (fs)I

2
lk1,rms

+Rsec
DCF

sec
r (fs)I

2
lk2,rms.

(12)

The RMS currents of the leakage inductors are inversely229

proportional to the switching frequency fs given an operating230

condition [3], [4], [13]. The Fig. 4a shows the per-unit231

change of the products of F pri
r fsI

2
lk1,rms and F sec

r fsI
2
lk2,rms as the232

switching frequency increases for a planar printed circuit board233

(PCB) transformer [3]. It suggests that the overall conduction234

loss of the transformer significantly decreases as the switching235

frequency ascends.236

2) Core loss: The core loss is a function of switching237

frequency and the peak flux density swing according to238

Steinmetz equation [18]. For a given transformer design, the239

flux density is then dependent on the operating frequency240

based on the Faraday’s Law [16]. Therefore, the core loss241

at different frequencies of a cored transformer design with the242

size of EP38 and the core material of 3F46 from Ferroxcube243

[3] can be calculated and plotted in Fig. 4b. It shows that the244

core loss increases as the frequency rises up. The core loss245

however is relatively negligible compared with the conduction246

losses. This can be explained by the fact that the voltage247

which introduces the flux density swing is as low as a cell’s248

voltage. As a result, the core loss for the transformers that249

are operating at low voltage, in general, can be approximated250

independent of the operating frequency. On the other hand,251

the coreless transformers inherently have no core losses.252

Therefore, varying frequency will not introduce extra core253

losses on the transformer.254
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0

0.5

1
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u.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4: (a) The p.u. changes of products F pri
r (fs)I

2
lk1,rms and

F sec
r (fs)I

2
lk1,rms as switching frequency increases for the cored

transformer in [3]; (b) the core loss varying with frequency

B. Power switches 255

The losses of the power switches consist of the conduction 256

losses due to the resistance when it is conducting, and the 257

switching loss during the switching transient. 258

1) Conduction loss: Similar with the analysis conducted 259

previously, the conduction loss of the power switches is 260

calculated by 261

PMOS
cu = Rds,on

(
npri

HBI
2
lk1,rms + nsec

HBI
2
lk2,rms

)
(13)

where, Rds,on is the turn-on resistance of the power MOSFET. 262

Assuming the switches are identical on both primary and 263

secondary sides, the resistances are approximated the same. 264

Otherwise, each MOSFET’s on-resistance should be substi- 265

tuted. The numbers of half-bridge on primary and secondary 266

side are denoted as npri
HB and nsec

HB, respectively. For example, 267

for the DAHB configuration, npri
HB = 1 and nsec

HB = 1. As 268

the frequency increases, the leakage inductor RMS current 269

decreases according to the previous analysis [3], [4], [13], 270

leading to less MOSFET conduction loss. 271

2) Switching loss: The switching loss consists of turn-on 272

loss of MOSFET PMOS
on , turn-off loss of MOSFET PMOS

off , 273

diode reverse recovery loss PDiode
rr , dead-time loss PDiode

dt and 274

driver loss Pdr, i.e. 275

PMOS
swi = PMOS

on + PMOS
off + PDiode

rr + PDiode
dt + Pdr (14)

Turn-on and turn-off losses can be calculated by [18], [19] 276

PMOS
on =

{
(fsIDon)

(
UDD

tri+tfu
2

)
, hard switching

0 , full soft switching
(15)

277

PMOS
off = (fsIDoff)

(
UDD

tru + tfi
2

)
, (16)

where the rising times of the switch voltage and current are 278

denoted as tru and tri. Similarly, the falling times of the switch 279

voltage and current are tfu and tfi. Drain currents at turn-on and 280

turn-off instances are defined as IDon and IDoff, respectively. 281

Other than full soft switching and hard switching, partial soft 282

switching, when (3) is not entirely satisfied, results in losses 283

higher than full soft switching but lower than hard switching. 284

This partial soft switching is analyzed in [11]. However, full 285

soft switching is guaranteed by MPPA and will be explained 286

in Section V, so it is excluded in the analysis. 287

The rising and falling time characteristics are mainly de- 288

pendent on the switching voltage and the intrinsic properties 289

of the switch device, such as gate threshold voltage and gate 290

charges [18]. As long as the switching voltage maintains the 291

same level, the rising and falling characteristics are expected 292

to be roughly constant with the varying frequency, which will 293

be explained by the measurement of the turn-on/off energy 294

shown in Section VI-C. 295

Gate driver and snubber designs also play significant roles 296

in the switching losses. Therefore, a well-designed gate driver 297

and snubber can reduce the switching losses drastically. The 298

dependency on the gate driver and snubber designs is, however, 299

excluded in this study as it is assumed that the circuit under 300

evaluation is identical for all the control strategies. 301
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The previous analysis has shown that the currents on pri-
mary and secondary sides are inversely proportional to the
operating frequency as shown in (5) and (7). That is,

Ipri
Don =

Ipri
ZVS − IDC

2
∝ 1

fs
, (17)

Isec
Don =

Isec
ZVS

2
∝ 1

fs
. (18)

Note that turn-on current for one-side switch approximately302

equals to the turn-off current for the complimentary switch.303

Substituting the equations in (15) and (16) yields the MOS-304

FETs turn-on and turn-off losses that are independent on the305

switching frequency. They can be approximated as constant306

if the rising and falling timing characteristics stay stable307

across the operating frequencies. Therefore, the only two308

losses that increase with increasing switching frequency are309

the reverse recovery power loss PDiode
rr and gate driver loss Pdr.310

In particular, eGaN semiconductors do not have body diodes311

therefore there are no reverse recovery losses. The reverse312

conduction capability is achieved by a different mechanism313

in eGaN devices [20]. On the other hand, the gate driver loss314

is relatively low compared with other losses. For example,315

the estimated gate driver loss using a commercially available316

GaN/SiC gate driver IC LM5113 is around 0.092 W for317

100 kHz operation and 0.92 W for 1 MHz operation with318

a 1000 pF capacitive load and a 10 nC gate charge [21]. The319

reverse recovery power loss PDiode
rr and gate driver loss Pdr are320

considered negligible [22]. Dead-time loss is determined by321

the forward voltage of the body-diode Vf , conducting current322

(approximately current at switching instance [23]), as well as323

the dead time tdt:324

Pdt = VfIDfstdt. (19)

Based on (17) and (18), the dead-time loss is frequency-325

independent and negligible compared with conduction losses.326

Therefore, the overall trend of the total power loss as switching327

frequency increases is diminishing. The change of each loss328

component with respect to the increasing operating frequency329

is summarized in Table II.

TABLE II: The effect of increasing frequency on categorized
losses

Loss Changing direction
Transformer Cu ↓

Transformer Core →
MOSFET Cu ↓

MOSFET switching →

330

IV. THE POWER PER AMPERE CRITERIA331

Based on the previous analysis, the total loss of the system332

can be approximated to decrease as the frequency increases.333

In particular, the leakage inductor RMS currents determine334

the conduction loss that is a major part of the total loss [22].335

Therefore, given a certain output power level, the operating336

condition resulting in the minimum RMS current theoretically337

will lead to the lowest total loss in the system. A simple338

mathematical expression can summarize this statement. That 339

is, 340

MPPA(φ) = max(PPA(φ))

= max


 Po(φ, fs)√

I2
lk1,rms(φ, fs) + I2

lk2,rms(φ, fs)




(20)
where φ = [d, V1, V2, Vo]. The transformer RMS currents 341

on primary- and secondary-side are denoted as Ilk1,rms and 342

Ilk2,rms, respectively. PPA(φ) is the equation describing the 343

ratio between output power and total RMS current and named 344

as power per ampere in this study. Note that PPA(φ) is 345

only the function of φ as the frequency dependence in Po and 346

Ilkx,rms is canceled out during the operation. It can be seen that 347

PPA increases with higher output power and lower total RMS 348

current, which is consistent with minimizing the total RMS 349

current to improve the system efficiency. Since (20) attempts 350

to maximize the output power over the total RMS current, 351

this method is named as maximum power per ampere. For 352

a given operating condition, e.g. cell voltages and switching 353

frequency, the (20) tries to locate the phase shift d that achieves 354

the largest PPA ratio, at which the system should operate with 355

the minimum conduction loss at a given power level. 356

A. Transformer RMS currents 357

The transformer RMS currents determine the conduction 358

losses on the transformer as well as the MOSFETs. Also, in 359

order to locate the optimal solution for (20), the models for the 360

transformer RMS currents are needed. They can be obtained 361

by piece-wisely integrating the squared current functions and 362

shown in (21) and (22). 363

B. Switching frequency independence 364

After substituting the output power and RMS current equa- 365

tions from (8) and (21) and (22), the detailed expression of the 366

PPA function can be obtained. Then the MPPA point is located 367

by a non-linear optimization algorithm. Finding the maximum 368

of a positive function is equivalent to find the maximum of 369

the squared of the function. Therefore, in order to simplify the 370

expression of PPA, the squared PPA is computed instead. 371

PPA2(φ) = V 2
o

k2
[
αPPA

3 d2 + αPPA
2 d+ αPPA

1

]2

βPPA
4 d3 + βPPA

3 d2 + βPPA
2 d+ βPPA

1︸ ︷︷ ︸
I2
o (φ, fs)

I2
lk1,rms(φ, fs) + I2

lk2,rms(φ, fs)

(23)

It should be noted that the (23) is independent on the operating 372

frequency. Therefore, the MPPA points will not vary with the 373

changing operating frequency. This is a critical property of 374

the proposed MPPA so that the frequency is not coupled with 375

the phase shift as the conventional VFM, which simplifies the 376

control logic. 377

C. Cell voltage dependence 378

Instead, the MPPA points only rely on the operating con- 379

ditions, such as the cell voltages and phase shift. The cell 380
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voltages can be approximated as constant during one switching381

period and are measurable parameters in (23). It is thus382

arranged as an expression of phase shift only. As a result,383

the MPPA point at given cell voltages are only determined by384

the phase shift d.385

V. THE SOLUTION FOR MPPA OPTIMIZATION386

Provided the operating conditions, the MPPA points can387

be solved based on (23). The equation is significantly non-388

linear. However, the approximations to (23) can be applied in389

order to implement the online calculation of MPPA without390

drastically sacrificing the accuracy. The system specifications391

and parameters are shown in Tables I and III.

TABLE III: System parameters

Parameter Value
Effective turns ratio a 3.74

Magnetization inductance Lm 141.5 nH
Leakage inductance Llk1 24.9 nH

coupling coefficient k 0.85
Input and output capacitors C1 - C4 6.3 uF

PI controller Kp = 100 and Ki = 1e7

Input voltages V1 and V2 3.3 - 4.2 V
Switching frequency fs 100 - 1000 kHz

392

A. Full-order system393

The non-linear optimization algorithm, such as sequential394

quadratic programming, can be applied to locate the phase395

shifts where the MPPA is satisfied using (23) to generate the396

pre-calculated phase shift LUT for online implementation.397

Traditional VFM

MPPA
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Fig. 5: (a) Operating phase shifts generated from the MPPA
and critical soft switching with different cell voltages, (b)
MPPA phase shift error between 2nd-order model and full-
order expanded at d = 0.35 when VLV = 12 V

As an example, a MPPA phase shift plot is shown in398

Fig. 5a based on a transformer with the circuit parameters399

specified in Table III. However, other transformer designs can400

be substituted to obtain the MPPA phase shifts at different 401

voltage combinations. It can be seen from the plot that the 402

MPPA phase shift varies with the cell voltages, and LV/output 403

capacitor voltage. The MPPA phase shift is minimum when 404

cell 1 is at the maximum voltage while cell 2 is at the lowest 405

one. This can be explained by the shifted peak power if the 406

cells are out of balance [3], [24]. The peak power is achieved 407

at smaller phase shift when V1 > V2 and vice versa. So this 408

MPPA map can be extracted as a LUT to find the desired 409

phase shift when the cell voltages are measured. In addition, 410

the phase shifts that satisfy the minimum requirement of ZVS 411

in (6) (critical soft switching) are illustrated in light black in 412

Fig. 5a. As it can be seen from the plot, the operating points 413

MPPA suggests are always higher than the ones generated 414

from critical soft switching. That is, MPPA guarantees ZVS 415

operation, leading to minimized turn-on losses. 416

B. Reduced-order systems for computation-restrained 417

environments 418

The reduced-order PPA expression can be obtained by 419

applying Taylor Series Expansion at a quiescent operating 420

condition, whose maximum can be computed in the real-time 421

controllers. 422

1) 1st-order Taylor Series Expansion: The first-order Tay- 423

lor approximation is applied on (23) at the nominal condition 424

where φq = [0.25, 3.6, 3.6, 6.5]. Since it is a first-order 425

approximation, the linear relationship constantly generates the 426

MPPA phase shift at its maximum 0.5. The errors are not 427

negligible especially at extreme conditions. Therefore, it is 428

not practical to implement due to its high error. 429

2) 2nd-order Taylor Series Expansion: In order to over- 430

come the drawback of the first-order approximation, the 431

second-order Taylor Series Expansion can be applied on the 432

full-order model. The second-order model can be improved by 433

adjusting the quiescent point where it is expanded as the MPPA 434

phase shift points locate around 0.35 based on the full-order 435

model in Fig. 5a. The error between the updated second-order 436

model and the full-order model is given in Fig. 5b, which 437

is more accurate than the previous model. The maximum is 438

located where the derivative with respective to d equals 0, i.e. 439

d2nd
MPPA = 0.0931V2 − 0.0458V1 − 0.0278Vo + 0.35. (24)

This form can be directly implemented in the real-time con- 440

troller without putting much computational burden on it. 441

3) Higher-order Taylor Series Expansion: Higher-order 442

models are expected to have higher accuracy. However, the 443

higher complexity it introduces makes implementing it on 444

the embedded systems infeasible. Therefore, it is excluded in 445

Ilk1,rms =
T

4
√

3Llk1(V1 + V2)(k + 1)

√
k2V ′2o (V1 + V2)2 + 4a2V 2

1 V
2
2 − 4akV ′o Γ (21)

Ilk2,rms =
T

4
√

3Llk2a(V1 + V2)(k + 1)

√
V ′2o (V1 + V2)2 + 4a2k2V 2

1 V
2
2 − 4akV ′o Γ

(22)
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this study. The flowcharts for implementing the full-order and446

reduced-order MPPA are illustrated in Fig. 6.

Generate 
LUTFind phase shift d

to maximize PPA(ɸ) using 
non-linear optimization

Entire range of  
ɸ covered?

No

Yes

Select operating 
point ɸ

Obtain PPA(ɸ) 
based on Eq. (22)

Offline LUT
Online Opt.

(a)

Obtain the nth order Taylor 
Series Expansion, e.g. 2nd order 

d = a1V1+a2V2+a3Vo+a4 

Linearize PPA(ɸ) at 
its nominal/quiescent 

condition ɸq

Output 
model

(b)

Fig. 6: The flowcharts for (a) full-order and (b) reduced-order
MPPA optimizations

447

VI. MPPA-BASED VARIABLE FREQUENCY MODULATION448

A. Proposed methodology449

It has been shown that the MPPA is only dependent on450

the cell voltages and phase shift, regardless of the operating451

frequency. The phase shift generated from MPPA guaran-452

tees the maximum RMS utilization and thus, the minimized453

conduction loss are obtained at the MPPA operating point.454

However, if the frequency is introduced as a variable, the455

conduction loss due to the RMS currents can be also reduced456

with a higher operating frequency shown in (21) and (22)457

as they are inversely proportional to the operating frequency458

fs. Even though phase shift also determines output power,459

the combination of increasing operating frequency and phase460

shift not only maintains output power but also decreases RMS461

current, as mathematically predicted in power equation (8).462

Figure 7 shows RMS currents at different operating frequen-463

cies for a constant 10W output, covering the input and output464

voltage ranges specified in Table III. It can be seen that higher465

switching frequency results in significantly less RMS current466

while keeping output power constant.

200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Switching Frequency [kHz]

10

20

30

Fig. 7: The RMS current distributions at different switching
frequencies for a constant 10-W output

467

If the switching loss stays relatively constant as analyzed468

in the previous section, the total loss of the system largely469

relies on the conduction loss. Therefore, the VFM algorithm470

can be simplified to directly adjusting the frequency to satisfy471

the requirement of the output power given an operating phase472

shift defined by MPPA. The control architecture for the473

conventional critical VFM and the direct MPPA-based VFM474

are plotted Fig. 9. The operating frequency is controlled based475

on the resulting output power Po. When the output power476

is lower than the reference, the frequency slightly drops to477

accommodate the error, and vice versa. This mechanism is478

achieved by a closed-loop PI controller in this study, which is479

Frequency [Hz]

(a)

Frequency [Hz]

(b)

Fig. 8: The combined system open-loop Bode plots with
different quiescent points: (a) varying switching frequency and
(b) varying phase shift and input voltages

designed by investigating the small-signal model and applying 480

Bode-Plot analysis for stability analysis, refer to Appendix for 481

details. The open-loop Bode plots combined with PI controller 482

(parameters shown in Table I) are shown in Fig. 8. Multiple 483

operating points are swept to evaluate the overall system 484

stability. It can be seen that all operating points are stable 485

with crossover frequency at least an order of magnitude of 2 486

smaller than sampling frequency 200 kHz. 487

Note that the operating frequency should be bounded by up- 488

per and lower limits beyond which the semiconductor devices 489

might be damaged. On the other hand, the conventional critical 490

VFM is shown in Fig. 9b. It can be seen that the 4D-LUT is 491

applied to obtain the operating variables d and fs and it is 492

operated in an open-loop fashion. Therefore, any disturbance 493

from the modeling would affect the final outcome. Using 494

MPPA, the switching frequency can be back-calculated by (8) 495

given the operating conditions, and transformer parameters. 496
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Fig. 9: The control architecture with (a) direct MPPA-based
VFM (b) conventional critical VFM
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Fig. 10: The example trajectory of MPPA phase shift as the
cells discharge from full

B. Operation example for a battery balancing application 497

An example of the trajectory that MPPA phase shift would 498

follow when the cells discharge from fully charged is given in 499
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Fig. 10. It is assumed that the two cells in one link are both500

at full charge, i.e. 4.2 V. Due to the nonidentical capacities or501

internal impedances, the voltages of the cells start to deviate502

from the trajectory of the cells with exactly identical voltages503

as they discharge. As a result, the MPPA phase shift is adjusted504

to the optimal points based on the cell voltages for a period of505

time. Once the cells voltages are corrected by the balancing506

mechanism, the diagonal MPPA trajectory is resumed until507

the batteries are below the minimum voltage where the rated508

power is provided or the voltages are unbalanced again. Note509

that the switching frequency is also varying to guarantee the510

output power capability.511

C. Comparison with traditional VFM512

The critical soft-switching commonly solves for the phase513

shift and switching frequency that allow the soft switching514

with a boundary condition where the current at the switching515

instance satisfies the ZVS requirement. Fig. 5a shows the516

phase shifts generated from traditional VFM with a 0.5 A517

ZVS current requirement are smaller than the ones produced518

by MPPA. The ZVS requirement on the secondary leakage519

inductor current is obtained based on the parasitic parameters520

of the GaN MOSFETs used in the testbench.521

Given the parasitic capacitance is 1450 pF for EPC 2021522

[25], the required ZVS current for a dead time of 70 ns is 0.5523

A based on (3), where 70 ns is 3.5% of the period of 500 kHz524

switching. It is noted that the required ZVS current may vary525

based on the different parasitic values, but for a low-voltage526

and fast MOSFETs the ZVS current is expected to be similar.527

The calculated phase shifts based on the traditional VFM528

are worst-condition values which are obtained at maximum529

operating frequency, as higher phase shift is required to530

achieve soft switching at higher frequency, which can be531

explained by (7). Therefore, the phase shifts that are optimized532

by MPPA criteria equivalently increase the soft switching533

capability, which in turn makes the statement rigorous that534

switching loss is relatively constant over a wide frequency535

range as explained in the previous section.536

The PPA at the point that is generated by the critical soft-537

switching is not often maximized, leading to higher conduction538

losses. It can be also seen from Fig. 5a that applying MPPA539

not only reduces the conduction losses at the given operating540

frequency but also ensures the ZVS.541

An example of per-unit (p.u.) loss distributions between542

MPPA-VFM and critical VFM is plotted in Fig. 11a. All543

the losses are normalized with respect to the primary-side544

MOSFET conduction loss at 20% output power. Only turn-off545

switching loss is considered in this analysis and is obtained546

by the double pulse test at the different switching currents,547

as shown in Fig. 11b. It shows that the turn-on/off energy is548

an approximately linear function of the amplitude of switched549

current, which proves the rising and falling time characteristics550

for switching period barely changes shown in (15). It can be551

seen from Fig. 11a, as the switching current reduces the energy552

is also reduced, which is consistent with the derivation in553

Section III-B2. It is assumed that the primary- and secondary-554

side MOSFETs are identical such that the Rds,on is the same for555
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Fig. 11: (a) The example p.u. loss distribution between MPPA-
VFM and critical VFM at different power levels; (b) The
extracted switching energy from double pulse test compared
with linearly fitted models
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Fig. 12: Primary switching transitions: (a) high-side hard turn-
on for comparison (Ilk1(0) > 0); (b) high-side soft turn-on
((4) is satisfied); (c) low-side hard turn-on for comparison
(Ilk1(0.5T −θ) < 0); (d) low-side soft turn-on ((4) is satisfied)

simplicity. It can be seen from the plot, the most dominant loss 556

is the conduction losses from MOSFET and transformer. At 557

high power load, the advantage of maximizing PPA appears, 558

leading to lower p.u. loss compared with critical VFM. 559

VII. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 560

Experiments are conducted on a self-developed DAHB 561

testbench with coreless transformer, as shown in Fig. 13a. The 562

SiC789 integrated half-bridge modules are used with built-in 563

gate drivers. The coreless transformer measurements are given 564

in Table III . 565

A. Transformer current vs. frequency 566

To experimentally prove that increasing frequency not only 567

decreases RMS current but also achieves ZVS, the transformer 568

current waveforms are captured on Fig. 13 given the same out- 569

put power demand. The test is performed with input voltages 570

of 4 V and LV voltage of 12 V at a constant 13-W output. 571

The figures show the primary transformer ripple current Ilk1 572

approximately reduces by 50% with frequency doubled from 573

200 kHz to 400 kHz, which can be mathematically explained 574

by (5). It keeps decreasing as the frequency rises. On the 575

other hand, at low load condition, ZVS condition is more 576
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Fig. 13: (a) DAHB testbench with the coreless transformer;
scope captures at 13-W constant output power at switching
frequency of (b) 200 kHz (c) 400 kHz (d) 600 kHz
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Fig. 14: (a) Difference between ground-true maximum effi-
ciency and MPPA efficiency; (b) Comparison of ground-true
maximum efficiency, MPPA-VFM and CFM

difficult to satisfy as shown in Figs. 13b and 13c whereas577

the switches are soft switched at 600 kHz in Fig. 13d, leading578

to higher efficiency. The actual ZVS transition is inaccessible579

due to the compact and integrated package of the SiC789580

half-bridge module. The SPICE model is used to evaluate the581

ZVS transition. Fig. 12 shows the hard and soft switching582

waveforms on primary switches where (4) is violated and583

satisfied, respectively.584

B. MPPA vs. actual maximum efficiency585

To verify applying MPPA can operate the system at its586

pseudo optimal efficiency, the maximum system efficiencies587

at different input voltages are experimentally obtained. With588

each voltage combination, the efficiency recorded operating589

at MPPA phase shift is compared with the actual maximum590

efficiency by sweeping the entire phase shift range, as shown591

in Fig. 14a. It shows that the MPPA method provides a 0.61%592

of average efficiency offset compared with the ground-true593

maximum efficiency. Therefore, this method can provide the594

approximate maximum efficiency at a given frequency. A595

comparison among the maximum efficiencies from ground-596

true, MPPA-VFM and CFM is illustrated in Fig. 14b. The597
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Fig. 15: (a) Comparison between critical VFM and MPPA-
VFM at low load conditions; (b) Balancing evaluation result

CFM is operating at 300kHz constantly whereas the MPPA- 598

VFM dynamically adjusts the frequency based on the required 599

output power. 600

From Fig. 14b, the results show that the CFM is inefficient 601

at light load condition as power is mainly dissipated on the 602

switching and conduction. Instead, the MPPA-VFM increases 603

the frequency to decrease the RMS current and soft switch, 604

leading to a higher efficiency when the load is low. When the 605

load increases, the efficiencies of CFM and VFM merge since 606

the switching frequency decreases to its minimum 300 kHz. 607

C. Light-load operation compared with critical soft- 608

switching 609

The critical VFM is also experimentally compared with 610

MPPA-based VFM at low load conditions with the normalized 611

output power between 20% - 50%, as shown in Fig. 15a. It 612

shows that MPPA-based VFM improves the efficiency up to 613

1.5% from 10% to 50% of the peak load, thanks to the reduced 614

effective-power-to-RMS ratio. The balancing evaluation on 615

two 10-% unbalanced 3-Ah cells is also illustrated in Fig. 616

15b. The imbalance can be corrected within 20 mins. 617

VIII. CONCLUSION AND COST DISCUSSION 618

This study proposes a simplified variable frequency modula- 619

tion that maximizes the effective total RMS current at a given 620

switching frequency while maintaining soft-switching. The 621

output power can be controlled by regulating the frequency and 622

the phase shift is set based on MPPA points. The approximated 623

MPPA expressions based on Taylor Series Expansion are 624

given to achieve online estimation. The MPPA-VFM shows 625

similarly high efficiency compared with ground-true maximum 626

efficiency. At least 1% improvement is gained from adopting 627

MPPA-VFM while operating the system in a closed-loop 628

fashion and with reasonable computational power. 629

Even though higher switching frequency can lead to higher 630

cost on switching devices, it should be noted that the output 631

power is also dependent on leakage inductance. Therefore, 632

an optimally designed transformer can compensate and even 633

lower the cost increased by switching devices. On the other 634

hand, since a lower switching frequency leads to higher output 635

power for a given transformer design, scaling up the power 636

level shall not increase the overall cost. 637
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APPENDIX641

The discrete-time state-space model of the system can be
represented as follows:

x[k + 1] = f(x[k],u[k]), y[k] = g(x[k],u[k]) (25)

x =
[
Ilk1,t0 Ilk2,t0

]T
, u =

[
fs d′ θ

]T
, y = Po (26)

where Ilk1,t0 and Ilk2,t0 are the initial currents of primary-side642

and secondary-side leakage inductor during each switching643

period. The functions f and g are derived based on average644

modeling [26]. The non-linear system is linearized at a quies-645

cent point Q = [fs, d
′, V1, V2] by first-order Taylor Expansion646

while omitting higher-order residue and constant bias.647

x[k+1] =
∂f

∂x
|Q

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

x[k]+
∂f

∂x
|Q

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

u[k], y[k] =
∂g

∂x
|Q

︸ ︷︷ ︸
C

x[k]+
∂g

∂x
|Q

︸ ︷︷ ︸
D

u[k]

(27)648

A = [ 1 0
0 1 ] ,B =

[
3.79e-4 0 −1.51e8
3.22e-4 0 −1.29e8

]

C = 0, D = [ 4.2e-4 −193.4 −3.86e7 ]

}
@ QT =

[
200e3
0.22
2.8
4.2

]
(28)

The transfer function then can be calculated by G(z) = C(zI−
A)−1B + D. The coefficients in this study are defined below:

αPPA
3 = (V1 + V2)2, αPPA

2 = −2V 2
2 − 2V1V2, α

PPA
1 = V 2

2 − V1V2

βPPA
4 =

−5Vok

196a

(
V 3

1 + 3V 2
1 V2 + 3V1V

2
2 + V 3

2

)

βPPA
3 =

15Vok

196a

(
V 2

1 V2 + 2V1V
2
2 + V 3

2

)

βPPA
2 =

15Vok

196a

(
V 2

1 V2 − V 3
2

)

βPPA
1 =

Vok

196a2
β +

V 2
1 V

2
2 a

2 + V 2
o (V1 + V2)2

196a2

β =
(
VokV

2
1 − 15aV1V

2
2 + 2VokV1V2 + 5aV 3

2 + VokV
2
2

)

αio
lk2 = −1 + 4d′ + 2θ′ − 2d

′2 − θ′2 − 4d′θ′

βio
lk2 = 1 + 2θ′ − 2d

′2 − θ′2 − 4d′θ′
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